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Introduction
The route to better place-based outcomes and  

savings for local public services
This paper articulates a high level strategic approach and associated design 
principles for the application of digital technology and its role in helping 
to dramatically improve public service outcomes, orientated towards the 
unique strengths and needs of individual areas.

Digital technology is the means and not the end. The principles outlined 
here can be applied to the way that outcomes are addressed and how 
services are designed and delivered, whilst considering the diverse places 
in which people live and organisations operate.

Q: What is the problem that needs fixing?

Historically, a great deal of public sector transformation activity has been 
focused on areas, such as: 

• Transactions, not relationships.
• Websites, not outcomes for the citizen.  
• Channel shift, not service redesign and digital transformation.  
• ‘Atomising’ the individual, not personalising the service. 

In many cases, this approach has presented a number of common 
issues and barriers to service improvement, including:

• Duplication, fragmentation and growth in process complexity.
• Inability or unwillingness to share data.
• Prioritising the convenience of the organization (provider led), not the 

service user (citizen led).
• Inward focus on service as opposed to an outward focus on outcome.
• Failure to exploit the Internet to do things differently.

Public sector austerity, as well as exponential increases in demand, means 
that it is now important to “follow the money”, with a focus on redesign 
and innovation across the areas of significant expenditure and a focus on 
outcomes for places over traditional service delivery models.
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Q: Are there any practical examples which illustrate the issues?

Examples of services that illustrate the above include:
• Adult Care Assessments: A 2008 study into support for vulnerable 

older people in South Lakeland found the following - 44 application 
forms needed to be completed to access 133 services from 29 
agencies, which in turn fed 63 eligibility entitlement processes and 56 
assessment processes. However, 95% of the data required was in just 
two forms; the rest was duplication. 

• Becoming adopters: In one local authority in South East England, 
over 50% of those applying in a particular cohort dropped out – most 
because they were worn down by the process. For those remaining, 
it took up to two and a half years to navigate the process just to be 
approved, never mind to be matched with a child. 

• Blue Badge applications: The Blue Badge scheme is a service provided 
by ‘tier one’ local authorities to allow a disabled person to park closer 
to a destination. There are approximately 3.1 million blue badges in 
circulation in the UK, which need to be renewed every 3 years with 
an application time of up to 8 weeks. 40% of all applications could 
be determined in one online session if the applicant was able to give 
consent for the council to access real-time data held by the Department 
for Work and Pensions (DWP) to determine if a qualifying benefit is 
present.

Q: What results can achieved through transformation and what are 
the benefits?

Using Blue Badge applications as an example, a programme of work 
completed by Warwickshire and Government Digital Service (GDS) showed 
that a Blue Badge application turnaround of 8 weeks could be reduced to 
20 minutes through redesign and digital transformation of the process. 
This improved service would lead to better outcomes for people in the 
places they live, lower transaction costs and improved services through:
• Faster determination of eligibility.
• Reduced manual checking and tracking of evidence.
• Reduced fraud and Error.
• Reduced risk through reduced volume and sensitivity of information to 

be collected and managed.
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Q: What are the dependencies for success?

An effective place-based approach requires common design principles 
to be adopted and applied across local public service organisations that 
operate in any one area. Local Government has the leadership role in 
terms of place-shaping and community well being, and is therefore well 
positioned to advocate and promote the use of such principles.

Ubiquitous digital technology now enables citizens to use consumer based 
technology to become better informed and more self-reliant, potentially 
reducing the need for traditional public service provision. Applied to public 
service organisations it can also help make public services more efficient 
and effective. Across most areas in the UK, public service priority outcomes 
are focused on delivering:
• Proactive support for people to be more self-reliant and less 

dependent on public services.
• Help for people to come out of public service provision as soon as is 

possible.
• Financially stable local public service provision.

In order to achieve the best outcome, business cases and requirements for 
technology and data enabled projects should demonstrate alignment to the 
objectives above and be developed with a common set of design principles. 
Due to the proliferation in take-up and advancements in consumer 
technology, the IT and digital market place will continue to be ever more 
diverse and fragmented. This provides a significant advantage in terms of 
the ability of technology based solutions to be aligned to an individual’s 
needs and wants, but a challenge for public service organisations in terms 
of interoperability and integration. Furthermore, the pace of change offers 
a challenge for organisations in “keeping up” with developments and 
avoiding expensive “lock-in” to rapidly obsolete technology.

Clear, open design principles and standards are essential in order to 
achieve the necessary interoperability between organisations and the 
whole place/system. In addition if these principles are applied by significant 
numbers of local public service organisations they have the ability to drive 
the standards to create a new marketplace to break the stranglehold of 
some proprietary vendor solutions, reduce costs and improve the quality of 
outcomes.
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This provides the opportunity for local authorities to work with local 
communities, networks, individuals and technologists to identify issues and 
then collaboratively co-produce solutions aligned with open principles to 
ensure interoperability as well as meeting the individual needs.

These would be interoperable through alignment with the open principles 
and at the same time meet the needs of the individual. The ‘Design 
Principles’ for local public service organisations making digital technology 
enabled investment decisions are to Simplify, Standardise and Share:

1. Take a place first, organisation second approach to technology and 
data decision making and commit to making appropriate organisational 
trade-offs to achieve this.

2. Work towards converging to one digital transformation strategy and 
associated digital technology roadmap for a place, with investment 
decisions referenced against place-based outcomes rather than 
organisational priorities.

3. Insist that all solutions and providers commit to using an open 
standards approach that enables interoperability with other parts of 
the system. This includes specifying open standards for: requirements, 
architecture (including data models), APIs (to enable sharing 
information between systems), governance (as a basis for information 
sharing), and citizen requirements.

4. Where possible, work with citizens, local public service professionals 
and technologists to identify issues and collaboratively co-produce 
solutions to outcomes. Many business capabilities across local 
public service organisations are very similar, offering an opportunity 
for simplification, standardisation and sharing. This also presents 
opportunities for SIMPLIFY - STANDARDISE - SHARE. The Local CIO 
Council will be proposing the sponsorship of five projects to apply 
and prove this approach. The idea will be to pull together a number 
of organisations representing places to work collaboratively. The five 
are listed below with leads to be allocated to be applied to ICT systems 
which support these capabilities, thereby saving money and improving 
public service efficiency. 
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Q: How can we progress?

Amongst public service organisations the principles outlined in this 
document can be achieved by undertaking the following activities and 
applying the concepts to service design, such as:
• Connect: Find out what others in the sector and across the local area 

are doing, then connect and join up. Do less: if you have found a way 
of doing something that works, make it reusable and shareable with a 
focus on the outcome rather than the specifics, instead of reinventing 
the wheel every time.

• Do hard work to make it simple: Making something look simple is 
easy. Making something simple to use is much harder — especially 
when the underlying systems are complex — but that’s what we should 
be doing. Don’t take “It’s always been that way” for an answer. It’s 
usually harder work to make things simple, but it’s the right thing to do.

• Iterate with partners: The best way to build good services is to start 
small and iterate wildly. Release minimum viable products early, test 
them with actual users, and move from Alpha to Beta to Live adding 
features, deleting things that don’t work and making refinements based 
on feedback. Iteration reduces risk. It makes big failures unlikely and 
turns small failures into lessons. If a prototype isn’t working, don’t be 
afraid to scrap it and start again.

• Understand context: We’re not designing for a screen, we’re designing 
for people. We need to think hard about the context in which they’re 
using services. Are they in a library? Are they on a phone? Are they only 
really familiar with Facebook? How frequently do they use the web in 
other areas of their lives?

• Be consistent, not uniform: We should use the same language and 
the same design patterns wherever possible. This helps people get 
familiar with our services, but when this isn’t possible we should make 
sure our approach is consistent. This isn’t a straitjacket or a rule book. 
Every circumstance is different. When we find patterns that work we 
should share them, and talk about why we use them.

Follow the 80/20 Pareto principle. Focus on place-based outcome 
first, specific organisational requirements second, i.e. good is good 
enough. Technology-enabled service redesign needs a business-led 
senior responsible officer (SRO) accountable for benefits realisation and 
associated business changes. If the accountability for change does not 
rest with the business, it will not be possible to drive out the change 
opportunities created by technology.
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Q. What are the next steps?

The Local CIO Council, with the LGA, Solace and Socitm, has launched a 
joint position paper on Local Digital Leadership, that sets out the vision and 
context for place-based Simplify - Standardise - Share.  

Meanwhile, the Local CIO Council has joined the work of the Local 
Digital Coalition. The plan is to identify and pull together a number of 
organisations representing places to work collaboratively towards Simplify 
- Standardise - Share in each of the five project areas listed below: 
 
1. Local Waste Services
2. Blue Badge Applications with integration to DWP
3. Integrated Digital Care Record (across Health and Care)
4. Secure DVLA API and service for parking permits, taxi driver licensing, 

fleet management, abandoned vehicles, parking fines, van permits, 
commercial waste, enforcement/debt collection and local congestion 
charges.

5. Verify – common citizen registration, identification and authentication 
service.
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